Rules for Plant Exchange
Maximum # of items per participant



20 total plants, bulbs, or other plant material with no more than 5 bags of the same plant/bulb/tuber
10 seed packets per participant with no more than 5 packets of the same seeds.

Trading







You will receive one ticket for each healthy plant in 4 inch to less than 1 gallon container.
You will receive two tickets for each plant in 1 gallon or larger containers.
One package of 3 or 5 bulbs/corms/tubers is worth 1 ticket. Two may be given if unusually large or rare.
You will receive one ticket for each seed packet.
Plant/bulb/tuber tickets may be exchanged for plants/bulbs/tubers.
Seed packet tickets may be exchanged for seed packets.

Plant Guidelines





Container size 4 inches or larger.
Plants should be attractive, healthy plants that you would be happy to bring home yourself.
Plants should be established in their containers (not transplanted within a week of the swap).
Plants must be rooted in their normal growing medium. Generally, this is soil.

Bulbs/corms/tubers


Package these in labeled bags of 3 or 5 bulbs. Put 3 per bag if large, 5 per bag if common or prolific.

Seed Packets




Each packet should have at least 10 seeds per packet. Please do not bring lawn seeds.
Seeds should have either been harvested or purchased in 2016 growing season, for best viability.
Popular seeds include native wildflowers, herbs, unusual, or easy germinating seeds

Labeling



Complete the forms for each of your plants/seeds/bulbs with as much information as possible.
Those who bring plants/ seeds/ bulbs that are home grown or labeled by the manufacturer as organic
will be entered in a drawing for door prizes to be awarded after Daffodil judging.

Commonly asked questions






Can I bring water garden plants? Yes, as long as bagged so they can be handled without dripping
What sort of plants do people really like? herbs, roses, heirloom plants. Unusual plants are popular.
What sort of plants can’t be swapped? plants that are sickly, have bugs, or are not well established.
Can I store my plants anywhere? if you provide a container that is clearly labeled with the owner’s name
I have a question? Email bwheeler58941@gmail.com

Disclaimer
Bell Buckle Daffodil Days and the town of Bell Buckle cannot guarantee the viability of either seeds or plants.

